
 

 

 

The Talent Tightrope: How to balance the leadership priorities of 
today with those of tomorrow 

It’s tempting in challenging economic circumstances to put everything on ice, 
says Rachel Davis, joint MD at executive search and talent consulting firm 
Armstrong Craven. But, she argues, now is not the time to put your talent 
strategy on hold. If leaders don’t balance today’s priorities with the needs of the 
future they risk damaging their business long-term 

 

It is a very difficult time for businesses at the moment but I think what we need 
to see is the ability, where possible, to hold your nerve and not just put 
everything on ice.  

As we've seen in previous downturns and recessions that has been the kneejerk 
response. And what happens is businesses end up paying for that for a long time 
in the future.  

So we see gaps – huge gaps emerge in skillsets, in succession plans, when 
businesses just put all their strategy on hold, all hiring on hold, all thinking about 
their talent agenda on hold. And it means that four, five or 10 years down the 
line you are then playing another round of catch up.  



 

 

So I think the important piece this time is, where possible and you've got a 
future business strategy, hold your nerve where you can so that your talent 
agenda is not then damaged. 

The factor in all of this is that the talent shortage across the globe hasn't abated. 
So while we've got uncertain economic times, while consumer confidence is for 
sure impacted, actually businesses are still grappling for the skills they need. 

There is a global labour shortage from bottom up. And when you start to then 
bring into account the kind of the emerging skillsets that are needed, the newer 
leadership styles, then that is doubly impacting things.  

Managing shades of grey: the new leadership skill 

I think what businesses really need now is that agility. So increasingly now we 
see that businesses are looking to hire for skills rather than experiences and set 
roles and that is super important. So you're looking for leaders now that have a 
much broader range of skillsets.  

The old command and control, top down, everything trickling down uniformly 
through an organisation, this isn't appropriate anymore. Leaders need high EQ 
[emotional quotient]. It’s that ability to influence globally like never before but 
bringing together workforces that are very disparate now. They are working 
from home still. They are global. They are digitised. And of course, against all of 
that, your consumer base has changed beyond recognition in their behaviours. 

So in all of this uncertainty it’s about the ability to equally manage the shades of 
grey. To manage and steer through uncertainty, to be flexible. So while we said 
hold your nerve in terms of not letting go the sight of your strategy, that strategy 
has to flex to get you to that end goal ever more so in these times.  

And what that means is the traditional kind of vertical succession plan that you 
would see in a business is not delivering that kind of leader. They are too 
narrow. So businesses that are really on this are starting to look at how do we 
get that breadth of leadership experience from increasing the pathways for 
leaders to reach the top.  

Where should leaders focus their efforts? 

So I think there are probably two key areas that businesses can really focus on. 
The first is internal, the second is external.  



 

 

So from an internal perspective it's about tearing up the idea of your vertical 
succession plans and your boxes and the idea that somebody has to move there 
to there to there. That is no longer working for organisations.  

So you're now starting to look at your talent pool holistically and you're starting 
to think about how do we create an environment where people can much more 
easily move across roles and develop their career maybe horizontally first with 
some parallel moves before they start moving up because that's how you're 
getting that well-rounded breadth of experience.? So that's from an internal 
perspective. 

Externally then it's thinking about that longer term strategy – where is the 
business going – and matching the leadership strategy against that. So that's 
where working with organisations like ourselves, like Armstrong Craven, around 
building external talent pipelines, comes in. So these are not candidates for 
open vacancies today. It is through building a relationship and a network with 
the talent you need looking through a future lens and hiring it when the time is 
right that you're being able to strategically place those individuals into your 
succession plan and develop them at a time that suits both you and the external 
pipeline. 

So it is moving away from the vertical succession plan and it is moving away 
from the ‘wait till there's a vacancy’ and then knee-jerking to an external 
headhunter. Those are the two main areas.  

To find out more about how Armstrong Craven can help you with workforce 
planning and talent intelligence please click here 

 

https://www.armstrongcraven.com/workforce-planning/talent-intelligence/
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